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Notation and Conventions
in Geometry

lndicators
r To indicate that two intervals (sides) are

equal, mark them in one of the following
ways:

To indicate that an angle is a right angle,
mark it the following way:

To indicate that two angles are equal,
mark them in one of the following ways:

Symbol Meaning

t_ A right angle (90')

A A triangle (e.9. APQR)

norZ Angle (e.9. ZABC or ABC)

llor tt Parallel to (e.9. AB // PQ)

I Perpendicular to (at 90' to)

o Degrees (e.9.27')



To indicate that two lines are parallel,
mark them as follows:

Draw the above figure in your book and mark
on it the following information:

1 AB IIDC
2 AB=AE

3 ZABE = ICDA

Polygons

A polygon is a closed figure with three or
more straight sides.

Advise

1

2

3

whether or

D
v\
U

not each shape is a polyo

Polygon

Not a

polygon
(not closed)

Not a

polygon
(one side is not strai!ft

Naming Polygons

n stands for the number of sides of a polygor

A polygon is named according to the nunk
of sides it has:

Number of sides n Name of polygon

3 Triangle

4 Quadrilateral

5 Pentagon

6 Hexagon

7 Heptagon

8 Octagon

9 Nonagon

10 Decagon

1'l Hendecagon

12 Dodecagon

n n-gon

Note: A polygon has the same number of
angles as sides. For example, a hexagon has

six angles and also six sides.

Regular Polygons

A polygon is regular if all its sides are equd n
length and all its angles are equal.
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:.

-'e regular triangle is an equilateral
:-iangle.

-^e regular quadrilateral is a square.
-^e regular five-sided polygon is called
. regular pentagon etc.

Regular t
equilateral

Regular
quadrilateral

[square]

riangle
trianglel

/o'\(?KJ
Regular pentagon

BC

(\
\/\--+

Hexagon ABCDEF

]E(o
-,-- of the figures A, B, C or D represent:

' Hexagons?

2 Regular hexagons?

' A and B are hexagons, since they are
polygons with six sides.

2 A is a regular hexagon, srnce a)l six sides
and angles are equal.

tning Points, lntervals,
Lhcs, Polygons

. r point is named by using capital letters;
-:. example, B.

An interval is named by using capital
letters; for example:

F-5 cm------:{ lnterval AB = 5 cm

AB

A line is named by using any two points
on it:

Line FG

Polygons are named by taking the vertices
in order; for example:

^PQR
Note:

r A stands for triangle.
r Three or more points on the one line are

called collinear points.
r Three or more lines passing through the

same point are called concurrent lines.

Lines

Two \\nes may be pa(attet, may intersect or
may be skew.

r Parallel:

<- These lines are parallel.
(They are always the same
distance apart.)

Quadrilateral CFHI



r lntersect at a point:

Line AB and line CD intersect at point X.

r Skew:

-)-"^4 I

I .--"; I 7"
bC

Line AB and line DH are skew. Skew lines do
not intersect and are not parallel.

Name the lines in the figure that are:

1 Parallel to AD

2 Perpendicular to AD

3 Skew to Or. 
,

The lines parallel to AD are
BC, EH and FG.

The lines perpendicular to AD are
AB, DC, AE and DH.

The lines skew to AD are
BF, EF, CG and CH.

Symmetry

A figure has Iine symmetry if one side of ttr
figure is a mirror image of the other about

a line.

IA

x This figure is

,/ l\ symmetrical aborrt

( I ) <_- tine AB.

\ I / rhe line AB is

\ I / called the axis

Y of symmetry.
I
lB

Some figures have more than one axis of

symmetry and some have no axis of symlna.,
(i.e. they are not symmetrical).

A rectangle, for example, has two axes of
symmetry:

i

i

A parallelogram has no axis of symmetry:

It is not
symmetrical

Order of Symmetry

The order of symmetry is the number of axe
of symmetry of a figure.

An equilateral triangle has three axes of
symmetry. This figure is said to have line

symmetry of order three:
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--sifi cation of Triangles

- -: e is a polygon with three sides, and

:- : assified according to the lengths of its
- :' :he sizes of its angles.

--tffication According to the
.rrgrths of the Sides '

Diagram Properties

All sides are
different lengths

::5 Two sides are
equal in length

. t:efal A All sides are equal
in length

Classification According to the Size

of the Angles

Note: 'Acute'and 'obtuse'are defined in the

section'Angle TerminologY'.

Note: A triangle can have the properties of

two types of triangles. For example, it can be

both isosceles and right-angled, as in this

example:

l'aw a square and mark on it all axes

:' symmetry. What is the order of
, . nrmetry of a square?

I

I

I

-:e order of symmetrY = 4.

Classification of
Quadrilaterals
Tropezium

r'-\'
Porallelogrom

Rhombus
(diamond shape)

A pair of sides are parallel

Opposite sides are equal
in length
Opposite sides are

parallel

r All sides are equal in
length

r Opposite sides are

parallel

Name Diagram Properties

Acute-
angled

All angles are
acute

Obtuse-
angled

One angle is
obtuse

Right-
angled

One angle is a

right angle
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Rectongle

il
Squore

Opposite sides are equal
in length
Opposite sides are
parallel
All angles are right angles

All sides are equal in
length
Opposite sides are
parallel
All angles are right angles

Two pairs of adjacent
sides are equal

See page 182tor more work on quadrilaterals.

The length AB (on the
circumference) is calle=
an arc.

Other Plane Shapes

Ellipse (oval)

Circle

The area contained
sector

between two radii is
called a sector.

Half a circle is called a

semicircle.

A quarter of a circle is

called a quadrant.

A chord joins any
two points on the
circumference.
A segment is the area
contained between a

chord and the edge o
the circle.

Classification of Solids

()

()

fNote the egg shape.]

The centre of a circle is

usually named O.

The circumference of a

circle is its perimeter.

AB is the diameter.

OC is the radius. The
radius is half the length
of the diameter.

An object that occupies space is called d so r-
for example, a textbook, a ball, a cone. Solre
are classified in the following way:

(Fc''
CU-.?:

suda::

Definitions

A polyhedron is a solid made of plane surfaca
with straight edges (flat surfaces).

Parts of a Circle

mmicircre
\o /

,z-ryadrant| (z)
\l_/

circumference
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Square pyramid

;,[llr.frfJ of polyhedro

-:les of non-

- rolyhedra is the plural for polyhedron.

r':rns

.- is a solid that has a pair of parallel
- z:'d, if 'sliced' parallel to these faces, the

-,ections are identical to the end faces:

Slices parallel to end
faces; cross-sections
are identical to the
end face.

V77Z Cross-
- v/,/,/,1 +

7//) section

(Remember: You can sit
comfortably on a prism.)

: A prism is named according to the
. :: of its cross-section.

-e fomilior prisms

j__________-t_-

Rectangular prism

Pentagonal prism Hexagonal prism

Pyramids

A pyramid is named according to the shape of
its base.

Platonic Solids

Platonic solids are polyhedra whose faces are

all congruent (identical) regular polygons.
The most common example is a hexahedron
(cube) whose faces are six identical squares.

Another example of a platonic solid is a

regular tetrahedron, which is a triangular
pyramid whose faces are four identical
equilateral triangles.

q
iectangular prism

z,/ I

)---_z/

.:.

polyhedro

li.\Ai --.iiA{:i i',tlh
\-__J$r/

Cone

Rectangular pyramid

A/ l"\\---\r"
Pentagonal pyramid

vertex
/

,A''.1%-
Some familior pyromids

A
/'\,)L--V

Square pyramid

An\\7
Triangular pyramid

Cylinder

Triangular prism
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The platonic solids are named after the ancient
Creek philosopher and teacher Plato:

A cube is a platonic solid.
It is also called a

hexahedron.

A triangular pyramid with
four identical equilateral
triangles as faces is called
a tetrahedron.

Sketches of Solids

Solids are difficult to represent on paper, due
to their three-dimensional qualities. Sketching
them on isometric dot paper allows the solid
to be drawn showing its true perspective.

Draw the following solid on isometric
dot paper:

Draw a new solid by removing the
shaded solid:

a

2.
o

o

a

a

O

a

Sketching Solids from
Different Views

Another method of showing the true
perspective of a solid is to draw it from
different views. The most common views c'
a solid are front, side and top views:

/'T' ---Z,/i,/l

A)
A\4

lsometric

!
Side view

m
Top view

Front view
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' Consider the following solid:

Top view

ltr of Solids
"-: -€t of a solid is a plan

-: the solid:
that, when folded,

Draw the front, side and top views of
the solid.

Note: Vertices is the plural for vertex.

Angle Terminologlf

Naming Angles

When naming angles, we start from arm -+
vertex -+ arm.

For example, the angle in the diagram below
is ZABC or ZCBA:

Notation

For the angle in the above diagram, we can
use any of the following notations:

r IABC
r n0c
r dorZB

Types of Angles

We name angles as follows:

Acute angle-measures
between 0" and 90".

Obtuse angle-measures
between 90' and 180'.

Reflex angle-measures
between '180" and 350".

t
--'isarectangular

:'ism made of
cardboard

Net of a rectangular prism

Parts of Polyhedra

Each surface of a polyhedron is called
a face.
The line in which two faces meet is called
an edge.
The point where edges meet is called a

vertex (corner point).

a

a

!

L-
a+_--\

Front view

Side view
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L__ Right angle-measures 90o.

From the diagram, answer these
questions:

a lf ZCDE- 40", find the size of
ZEDA.

b lf 
^BED 

= 1 30", find the size of
ZDEC.

a Find the complement of 70".

b What is the supplement of 70"?

a ICDE is an acute angle (also ZEDA
tcED).

b ZBED is an obtuse angle.

c There are four right angles in the
diagram, A, B, C and ICDA.

d IBEC is a straight angle.

e ICDE and LEDA are complementar..
since ZCDE + ZEDA = 90o.

IBED and IDEC are adjacent
supplementary angles since
IBED+ZDEC=180o.

From 1e, ICDE+ IEDA=90"
(They are complementary angles.)
lf ZCDE - 4Oo, then 40' + ZEDA = 9C

.'. IEDA= 50"

From 1f , IBED + ZDEC = 180'
(They are supplementary angles.)
lf ZBED = 1 30", then

130"+ IDEC=180'
.'. ZDEC = 50"

To find the complement of 70'we
find an angle that, when added to 7C

makes 90". Therefore, the complemer'
of 70'= 20".

fthe comptement of I
[_x' = (90 - x)' _]

To find the supplement of 70'we finc
an angle that, when added to 70",
makes 180'. Therefore, the
supplement of 70'= 1 10'.

l-the supplement ofl
Lr" = (t80 - x)" 

I

. /} , :'::::i":11'J:-

G- Revolution-measu res 3 60".

Complementary angles-two angles that add
up to 90'.

Supplementary angles-two angles that add
up to 1 80".

Adjacent angles-two angles are adjacent if
they have a common arm and common vertex.
ln the diagram, ZABD is adjacent to ZDBC.
(BD is the common arm, and B is the common
vertex.) 

D

ln the figure, ABCD is a rectangle.
'l From the diagram, name:

a An acute angle

b An obtuse angle

c A right angle

d A straight angle

e A pair of complementary angles

f A pair of supplementary angles.
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Lther Angles

rgles on o stroight line

rqles on a straight line add up to 190".

1 Find x.

I x+100+30=180
(angles on a straight line)

.'. x=50

tqtkolly opposite angles

fia intersects CD at X ]
Name the angle vertically opposite
to ZBXD.

lf ZAXC - 112o, find the size of ZBXD.

Does ZCXB = ZDXA? Why?

The angle vertically opposite to ZBXD
is IAXC.

ZBXD = IAXC (because they are vertically
opposite) .'. ZBXD = 112o

ICXB = ZDXA because they are vertically
opposite angles (and vertically opposite
angles are equal).

2

3

1

fiines AB and CD intersect at X.]

'.'en two lines intersect, two pairs of
e-jcally opposite angles are formed. Vertically
:coosite angles are equal.

- :XA and ZDXB are vertically opposite. Also,

-3XC and ZAXD are vertically opposite.

Find the values of x, y and z.

x = 70 (vertically opposite angles)

y + 70 = 180 (supplementary angles)

:.y=110,2=110
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Angles at o point

Angles at a point add up to 360" (make up
one revolution).

vl
F angles-
corresponc -

angles are :

Z angles-
alternate ar
are equal.

C angles-
co-interior ar 

_-

are supplerne-
that is, they a :
to 180'.

2

1

1

Find x.

x+100+70+90=360

.'.x+260=360
x=100

(angles at a point) []

Parallel Lines

When a pair of parallel lines is cut by a
transversal, three types of special angles
are formed: F angles, Z angles and C angles.

Parallel lines

ln the figure, AB ll CD and AB and C-
are cut by the transversal FC:

a Which angle is corresponding to
ZHID?

Transversal
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b

c

d

2a

Which angle is alternate to lHlD?

Which angle is co-interior to ZHID?

lf ZHID - 70", find the size of ZBHI.

Find x.

b Find y.

fRemember that corresponding-l

I angles or alternate angles are 
I

I only equalwhen the lines I

[_are parallel. 
_-]

b The angle alternate lo lHlD is ZIHA:

The angle corresponding to ZHID
is ZCHB:

c The angle co-interior to lHlD is lBHl:

G

ZBHI + ZHID ="180"

(co-interior angles, AB ll CD)

:. ZBHI + 70'= 180'

ZBHI = 110'

[Remember, co-interior anglesl
I are only supplementary 

I

fwhen the lines are parallel. _l

'la

la

c Find x.

AB ll CD and ZGIC = 50o.

Find the size of ZBHI.

c

AB ll CD. Find the obtuse angle
ZCEA.

B

D

A

c
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2a

b

c

x = 73 (corresponding angles in
parallel lines)

Y=112
(alternate angles in parallel lines)

x+105=180
(co-interior angles in parallel lines)

.'. x=75

Also, two straight lines are parallel if they :-i
both parallel to a third line.

ts AB ll CD?

2 Are the lines XY and PQ parallel?

AB is not parallel to CD, because the p=

of alternate angles are not equal.

XY and PQ are parallel, because the pa '
co-interior angles are supplementary.

That is, 1 30' + 50' = 'l 80'.

3a

lHlD = 50' (vertically opposite to lClC)
ZBHI = 1 30' (co-interior to lHlD, and
AB llcD)

E------------ 
N

D
C

Construct a line MN through E that
is parallel to AB. Since MN ll AB and
AB llCD, then MN llCD.

.'. ZMEA = 65'(alternate to ZBAE,
AB // MN)

Also, ZCEM = 40'(alternateto ZECD,
cD // MN)

:. ZCEA=(65+40)"=195'

Conditions for Parallel Lines

Two straight lines are parallel if a transversal
makes with them:

i A pair of equal corresponding angles, or

ii A pair of equal alternate angles, or

iii A pair of supplementary co-interior angles.

b

Triangles

Properties of Triangles

Angle sum of o triangle

The angle sum of any triangle is 180'.
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- :.1€ angles of an isosceles triangle are equal.

lzaec= zecn)

:,tu/t€ieroltriongle 
A

. - :-gle in an equilateral triangle is 60 .

lro= zB = tC= uo"]

x + 71 + 56 = 180 (angle sum of AABC)

x+127=180
x=53

ZNPM = 50'

(base angles of isosceles AMNP)

.'.x+50+50=180
(angle sum of AMNP)

.'. x=80

Z.ABC = IBCA

(base angles of isosceles AABC)

x + x + 70 = 180 (angle sum of AABC)

2x = 110

.'. x=55

Exterior Angle of a Triangle
(exterior = outside)

The exterior angle of any triangle equals the
sum of the two opposite interior angles:

[c=o+o]

I Find x.

Find x. A
A

A
A\

/'"\
/\
/r,' N
BC

Mn
./,'\XX

/\'n" 
\

NP

A

n
,/,0'\xx/\/\

^"\Bc

Note: The opposite interior angles are the two
that are not adjacent to the exterior angle.

2 Find x.



x = 65 + 40 (exterior Z of A result)
.'. x = ]05

x+43 = 110 (exterior Zof L result)

.'. x=1'10-43
:. x= 67

A rectangle is a quadrilateral with both pair
of opposite sides parallel and equal, and all
four angles are right angles:

The angle sum of any quadrilateral is 360..
Thatis:lo+b+c+d=3OO]

Properties of Speclal euadrllaterals
A trapezium is a quadrilateral with one pair of
opposite sides parallel:

A parallelogram is a quadrilateral with both
pairs of opposite sides parallel and equal:

A rhombus is a quadritateral with both pairs of
opposite sides parallel and all sides equal:

A square is a quadrilateral with all four sides
equal and all four angles are right angles:

A kite is a quadrilateral
with two pairs of adjacent
sides equal:

Famlly of Quadrilaterals
2 pairs of adjacer-

Gluadrilaterals

Angle Sum of euadrilaterals
Square

All angle

Recta

,ll sides eqt

Quadrilateral Slr 1es equal

Kite

I
al

| 1 pair of opposite
I sides parallel

,.----. (
-\ lraPezium )

Another pair of opposite
sides also parallel

zParallelograrn-\

des equal

mbus

angles 90'

900 Ail

le

st

\
hc

7
\ll

I ssuare )
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t 'J x, giving reasons for your answer:

130+80+70=360
(Angle sum of quadrilateral ABCD.)

.'.x+280=360

Find x, giving reasons for your answer:

ZABC+ 85" + 80' + 1 10' = 360'

(Angle sum of quadrilateral ABCD.)

ZABC + 275'= 360'

ZABC = 85"

.'.x+85=180
(ICBE is supplementary to IABC.)

.'. x=95

x=80
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